Differential cross sections for electron impact excitation of the electronic bands of phenol
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We report results from a joint theoretical and experimental investigation into electron scattering from the important organic species phenol (C₆H₅OH). Specifically, differential cross sections (DCSs) have been measured and calculated for the electron-impact excitation of the electronic states of C₆H₅OH. The measurements were carried out at energies in the range 15–40 eV, and for scattered-electron angles between 10° and 90°. The energy resolution of those experiments was typically ~80 meV. Corresponding Schwinger multichannel method with pseudo-potentials calculations, with and without Born-closure, were also performed for a sub-set of the excited electronic-states that were accessed in the measurements. Those calculations were conducted at the static exchange plus polarisation (SEP)-level using a minimum orbital basis for single configuration interaction (MOBSCI) approach. Agreement between the measured and calculated DCSs was typically fair, although to obtain quantitative accord, the theory would need to incorporate even more channels into the MOBSCI. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4913825]

I. INTRODUCTION

Phenol is an important industrial aromatic compound and is considered to be a commodity chemical. It was originally isolated from coal tar but is now produced worldwide on a very large scale (in excess of ~7 × 10⁹ kg/yr). The most modern method of production involves the partial oxidation of isopropyl benzene (via the Hock rearrangement), which also gives acetone as a secondary product.¹ Phenol is an important feedstock for the polymer industry, being a key starting material for polymers such as bakelite, polycarbonates, polyepoxides, and nylon. Phenol is also used in the preparation of the phenoxy herbicides and numerous pharmaceuticals.

We recently outlined our specific interest in electron-phenol scattering,²–⁴ in terms of its relevance to understanding the treatment of biomass by atmospheric pressure plasmas.⁵,⁶ In that application, free electrons or radicals generated within the plasma have the capability to overcome the natural resilience of biomass to degradation.² Specifically, lignocellulose may be broken-down via electron impact to yield fermentable sugars, which is important for intensifying the enzymatic hydrolysis process in view of improving bio-ethanol outputs. Phenol (C₆H₅OH) has been identified⁷ as a potential target of electron-induced breakdown of lignin (a phenolic-based moiety), and so it represents an excellent prototype sub-unit for lignin. To gain a comprehensive understanding for the utility of atmospheric plasmas to economically generate bio-fuels and other useful industrial chemicals, plasma simulations are required. Those simulations, in turn, require complete sets of electron-impact gas phase cross sections from the prototypical molecules, such as phenol, relevant to the application in question. In this respect, we have already reported results from a detailed study into the excited electronic-state spectroscopy of phenol,² experimental and theoretical triple differential cross sections (DCSs) for electron-impact ionisation of phenol,³ and most recently a study about the influence of electronic multichannel coupling on elastic electron–phenol scattering.⁴ Here, we extend those earlier investigations by reporting experimental and theoretical differential cross sections for excitation of excited electronic-states in phenol, with our calculations being performed within a Schwinger Multichannel Method with Pseudo-potentials (SMCPP) framework.

Irrespective of our aim to provide reliable cross section data for plasma simulation studies, phenol possesses several intrinsic physico-chemical properties which, from our
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Typical electron energy loss spectrum of phenol at (a) $E_0 = 40$ eV and $\theta = 60^\circ$ and (b) $E_0 = 40$ eV and $\theta = 90^\circ$. The overall spectral deconvolution fit is denoted by the solid red line, while the fits to the various bands are shown by the dashed lines. The short-dashed blue lines represent the individual Gaussians employed in the fit, while the long-dashed green lines indicate the fits for each respective band I–V . See Ref. 2 for further details. Note that in each case, the elastic peak has been suppressed for clarity.

FIG. 1. Typical electron energy loss spectrum of phenol at (a) $E_0 = 40$ eV and $\theta = 60^\circ$ and (b) $E_0 = 40$ eV and $\theta = 90^\circ$. The overall spectral deconvolution fit is denoted by the solid red line, while the fits to the various bands are shown by the dashed lines. The short-dashed blue lines represent the individual Gaussians employed in the fit, while the long-dashed green lines indicate the fits for each respective band I–V . See Ref. 2 for further details. Note that in each case, the elastic peak has been suppressed for clarity.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND ANALYSIS

To derive absolute differential cross sections for electron impact excitation of the bands of inelastic electronic-states in phenol, we begin with measurements of EELSs. A typical example for some of the EELS measured in this investigation is given in Fig. 1, which also indicates the bands of inelastic electronic-states of phenol, below the first ionisation threshold, as classified in Jones et al., a dissociative electron attachment investigation and a photo-absorption spectrum. Given the long-term importance of phenol in organic chemistry (and other areas of chemistry), this sparsity of data is a little surprising but as a consequence we believe the present theoretical and experimental efforts are original.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we describe our experimental methods and analysis procedures, while in Sec. III, details of our present computations can be found. Thereafter, in Sec. IV, our experimental and SMCP DCSs are presented and discussed, before some conclusions from this study are given.
Fig. 1), over the $E_L$ range $\sim$4.3–5.4 eV, consists of a number of singlet and triplet states, including a weak dipole-allowed $\pi \pi^*$ transition. As noted in Jones et al., the states in Band II have attracted some interest as the observed dipole allowed $1A'$ ($\pi \pi^*$) transition couples to the weakly dipole-allowed $1A''$ ($\pi \sigma^*$) state through a conical intersection. The $1A''$ state proceeds to photodissociate along an OH reaction coordinate owing to the antibonding character of the OH bond (see, for example, Refs. 23 and 24). The characterisation of electron-impact excitation of this band is thus crucial in assessing the potential of electron-driven degradation of phenolic species, such as lignin. Band III in the $E_L \sim$ 5.4–6.3 eV (again, see Fig. 1) range is also dominated by dipole-allowed excitations, although some triplet contribution cannot be discounted. The spectroscopy of this band is also interesting as its behaviour is consistent with the $1B_{1u} + 1E_{2u}$ electronic-states in benzene.\textsuperscript{17} We will return to this point later in Sec. IV. In the $E_L \sim$ 6.3–7.3 eV energy loss range, labelled as Band IV (see Fig. 1), excitations have been assigned to a rich mixture of dipole-allowed (singlet) and dipole-forbidden (triplet) states. Nonetheless, the spectroscopy is expected to be dominated by the strong $\pi \pi^*$ transitions associated with the aromatic ring. Here, again we can find a strong correlation with the excitation of the $1B_{1u}$ benzene electronic-state (see Sec. IV).\textsuperscript{17} Finally, significant experimental intensity can be found in Fig. 1 in the $E_L \sim$ 7.3–8.3 eV range (Band V). That intensity has been ascribed to a large number of Rydberg-like excitation processes up to the first ionization potential (8.64 eV)\textsuperscript{25} in phenol. Full details of all our assignments can be found in Jones et al.\textsuperscript{2} The amplitudes of the Gaussian functions were now varied in a least-squares fitting procedure to provide the best fit to the measured spectra (see Fig. 1). The ratio (R) of the area under the fitting function for each $i$th inelastic band to that under the elastic feature, at each $E_0$ and $\theta$, is simply related to the ratio of the differential cross sections
\begin{equation}
R_i(E_0, \theta) = \frac{\sigma^i(E_0, \theta)}{\sigma^0(E_0, \theta)}
\end{equation}
Note that Eq. (1) is only valid if the transmission efficiency of the analyser remains constant over the energy loss and angular range studied, or is at least well characterised. Following an approach similar to that of Allan,\textsuperscript{26} an additional focusing lens (synchronised to the voltage ramp) was also employed to minimise variations in the angular transmission efficiency for electrons detected with different energy losses. Our results suggest that the efficiency is unity, to within an uncertainty of 20%. The results for the present measured $R_i$, for each of Bands I–V, are given, at each energy, in the first columns of Tables I–V, respectively.

It follows from Eq. (1) that the product of $R_i \times \sigma^0$ then gives the required electronic-state band differential cross section provided the elastic DCS, $\sigma^0$, is known. In this investigation, we have utilised the benzene elastic DCS from Cho et al.,\textsuperscript{27} and Gulley and Buckman\textsuperscript{28} to place our inelastic data, at each $E_0$ and $\theta$, onto an absolute scale. The efficacy and accuracy of such a choice was recently addressed in detail by da Costa et al.,\textsuperscript{3} and so we do not repeat that argument here. Suffice it to say, that at each energy, the phenol elastic SM PPP differential cross sections were generally found to be in very good agreement with the corresponding elastic benzene measurements of Cho et al.,\textsuperscript{27} in terms of both their shapes and absolute values, due to its more exact incorporation for multichannel coupling effects than was previously possible. Thus, we could have equally well used the elastic phenol SM PPP results of da Costa et al.,\textsuperscript{3} to effect the normalisation in this case. Note that where agreement between the benzene data and the elastic SM PPP calculation for phenol is perhaps worst (e.g., at 40 eV and 90°), the difference $\sim$28% is of the same order of magnitude as the uncertainties we quote in Tables I–V on our electronic-state DCS of Bands I–V. Hence the choice of normalisation is not critical in this case. This level of agreement between phenol and benzene, in the elastic channel, over such an energy range, is intriguing given that benzene is non-polar while phenol has a permanent dipole moment (although both molecules do have large and almost identical dipole polarisabilities). However as the magnitude of the dipole moment in phenol is only $\sim$2/3 that of water, we would anticipate that the polarisability and short-range correlations would be more important in describing the scattering dynamics in phenol thus giving a plausible rationale for the behaviour observed in the elastic channel. We will return to this point in Sec. IV, where we compare the present 15 eV and 30 eV Band III and Band IV DCSs with those for the ($1B_{1u} + 1E_{2u}$) and $1E_{1u}$ electronic-states of benzene, respectively. The results of the present inelastic DCSs, and their associated uncertainties, are listed in Tables I–V for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\theta$ (deg)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>24.96</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>63.16</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>17.02</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>27.29</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>34.39</td>
<td>30.40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>17.22</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>17.93</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>19.84</td>
<td>23.71</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>31.64</td>
<td>37.52</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. Present experimental electronic-to-elastic ratios ($\times 10^{-3}$), differential cross sections ($\times 10^{-23}$ m$^2$/sr), and related uncertainty (%) for electron-impact excitation of the first electronic band (Band I: $E_L \sim$ 3.4–4.3 eV) in phenol.
Electron impact excited Bands I–V of phenol electronic-states, respectively. These data are also plotted in Figs. 2–6.

Finally, we have paid some attention to the identification and quantification of all possible sources of experimental error in this study. Here, our error analysis combines in quadrature the statistical uncertainty associated with the deconvolution of our energy loss spectra, the uncertainty relating to the transmission efficiency of our analyser and the uncertainty on the absolute elastic scattering data. The overall DCS uncertainties on our inelastic phenol DCS are found to be in the range 22%–97% with the precise error depending on the energy, scattering angle, and electronic-state band in question. Note that the upper limit on this error range is only for the Band I triplet states at forward scattering angles, while the vast majority of the present measured DCS has errors in the 22%–35% range.

III. THE SMCPP

The Schwinger multichannel method (SMC)\textsuperscript{29} is a well established approach to obtain the scattering amplitude for collisions of low-energy electrons with molecules. It is an \textit{ab-initio} method that includes important effects such as exchange, polarisation, and electronic multichannel coupling. For this application of the method, we have used the parallel version\textsuperscript{30} of the SMC implementation that employs norm-conserving pseudo-potentials\textsuperscript{31} (SMCPP) and single-excitation configuration interaction techniques for the target description.\textsuperscript{32} Here, we give the working expression for the scattering amplitude,

\[ f(k_f, k_i) = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \sum_{m,n} \langle S_{k_f} | V | X_m \rangle (d^{-1})_{mn} \langle X_n | V | S_{k_i} \rangle, \]

where

\[ d_{mn} = \langle X_m | \left[ \frac{\hat{H}}{N + 1} - \frac{\hat{H}P + P\hat{H}}{2} + \frac{PV + VP}{2} \right] - VG_{P}^{(+)} \rangle | X_n \rangle. \]

In the expressions above, $P$ is a projector onto $N_{\text{open}}$ energy-allowed target electronic channels, i.e.,

\[ P = \sum_{\ell=1}^{N_{\text{open}}} | \Phi_\ell \rangle \langle \Phi_\ell |. \]

In addition, $G_{P}^{(+)}$ is the free-particle Green’s function projected onto the $P$ space, $V$ is the projectile-target interaction potential, $k_i$ ($k_f$) is the incoming (outgoing) projectile wave vector, and $\hat{H} = E - H$ is the total energy (ground state energy plus kinetic energy of the incoming electron) minus the Hamiltonian of the $(N + 1)$-electron system under the field of fixed nuclei. The

<p>| TABLE II. Present experimental electronic-to-elastic ratios ($\times 10^{-3}$), differential cross sections ($\times 10^{-23}$ m$^2$/sr), and related uncertainty (%) for electron-impact excitation of the second electronic band (Band II: $E_L = 4.3$–$5.4$ eV) in phenol. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\theta$ (deg)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>149.62</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>145.31</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>118.43</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>23.49</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>176.79</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>34.99</td>
<td>67.32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>87.83</td>
<td>77.64</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>73.96</td>
<td>64.35</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>48.70</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>60.86</td>
<td>72.73</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>51.00</td>
<td>60.49</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| TABLE III. Present experimental electronic-to-elastic ratios ($\times 10^{-3}$), differential cross sections ($\times 10^{-23}$ m$^2$/sr), and related uncertainty (%) for electron-impact excitation of the third electronic band (Band III: $E_L = 5.4$–$6.3$ eV) in phenol. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\theta$ (deg)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>311.01</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>257.00</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.48</td>
<td>283.18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>111.43</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>46.64</td>
<td>364.61</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>62.15</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>59.33</td>
<td>114.14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>33.66</td>
<td>37.13</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>122.05</td>
<td>107.89</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31.82</td>
<td>21.16</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>83.91</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25.08</td>
<td>20.72</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>76.56</td>
<td>80.31</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28.51</td>
<td>25.74</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>90.43</td>
<td>108.07</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37.71</td>
<td>31.45</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>58.85</td>
<td>69.79</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44.73</td>
<td>31.98</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
latter is given by \( H = H_0 + V \), where \( H_0 \) describes the non-interacting electron-molecule system and \( S_0 \) is a solution of \( H_0 \), namely, the product of a plane wave (projectile) and a target state \( \Phi_0 \) (single configuration interaction description). For the expansion of the variational scattering wave function, the method employs trial basis sets comprising \((N + 1)\)-particle configuration state functions (CSFs) denoted by \( \chi \) and built from spin-adapted, anti-symmetrized products of target electronic states and projectile scattering orbitals. The open electronic collision channels are included in the \( P \) space and the dynamical response of the target electrons to the projectile field (correlation-polarization effects) is accounted for through virtual excitations of the target. In this case, the CSFs are given by

\[
|\chi_{m}⟩ = \mathcal{A}_N|\Phi_i(1, \ldots, N)⟩ \otimes |\varphi_i(N + 1)⟩,
\]

where for \( i > 0 \), \( |\Phi_i⟩ \equiv (2S + 1)|h_i → p_i⟩ \) is a singly excited state obtained by promoting one electron from a hole orbital \( (h_i) \) of the ground state \( |Φ_0(1, \ldots, N)⟩ \) to a particle orbital \( (p_i) \), with either singlet \( (S = 0) \) or triplet \( (S = 1) \) spin coupling, though only \((N + 1)\)-electron configurations with total spin \( S = 1/2 \) (doublets) are actually taken into account. If we have \( N_{\text{open}} \) states in Eq. (4), this level of calculation is denoted \( (\text{N}_{\text{open}})\text{-channel} \) approximation. In order to transform the scattering amplitude from the body-fixed frame (the reference frame best suited for carrying out the calculations) to the laboratory-fixed frame (the reference frame where the \( z \)-axis is aligned with the direction of the incident wave vector, i.e., \( k_i = k_i\hat{z} \)), we expand \( k_f \) in partial waves,

\[
f(k_f, k_i) \equiv \langle k_f|f(k_i)⟩ = \sum_{\ell=0}^{\ell_{\text{max}}} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} \langle k_f|\ell m⟩f(\ell m, k_i),
\]

where \( \langle \ell m|f(k_i) \rangle \) is a spherical harmonic that can be easily converted from the body to the lab-frame and \( f(\ell m, k_i) \) can be understood as the scattering amplitude of an electron entering the interaction region in a plane-wave \( |k_i⟩ \) and leaving it in a partial wave \( |\ell m⟩ \). Cross sections obtained with \( f(\ell m, k_i) \) will be referred to with the acronym \( L_{\text{max}}KL \), where \( K \) indicates that the incoming electron propagates in a plane-wave, \( L \) indicates that the outgoing electron propagates out in a partial wave, and \( L_{\text{max}} \) indicates the maximum value of \( L \) used in the calculation. As discussed in the accompanying elastic scattering and total cross section paper, all differential cross sections in this study over the entire energy range \((5-50 \, \text{eV})\) are numerically converged with \( L_{\text{max}} = 10 \) (except for 50 eV that demands \( L_{\text{max}} = 13 \)), if combined with a quadrature point distribution, using a 26 Gauss-Legendre scheme for \( 0 ≤ θ ≤ π \) and 52 points for \( 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π \) to describe \( k_i(θ_i, φ_i) \) in spherical coordinates. Another form of expressing it is

\[
\text{(5) }
\]

\[
|\chi_{m}⟩ = \mathcal{A}_N|\Phi_i(1, \ldots, N)⟩ \otimes |\varphi_i(N + 1)⟩,
\]

The table below shows the present experimental electronic-to-elastic ratios \((×10^{-3})\), differential cross sections \((×10^{-23} \, \text{m}^2/\text{sr})\), and related uncertainty \((\%)\) for electron-impact excitation of the Rydberg bands (Band V: \( E_L = 7.3-8.3 \, \text{eV} \)) in phenol:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>θ (deg)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>333.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>296.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>101.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35.35</td>
<td>38.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19.89</td>
<td>49.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>32.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>22.35</td>
<td>20.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>26.55</td>
<td>25.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table below shows the present experimental electronic-to-elastic ratios \((×10^{-3})\), differential cross sections \((×10^{-23} \, \text{m}^2/\text{sr})\), and related uncertainty \((\%)\) for electron-impact excitation of the fourth electronic band (Band IV: \( E_L = 6.3-7.3 \, \text{eV} \)) in phenol:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>θ (deg)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>DCS</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>333.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td>296.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>101.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35.35</td>
<td>38.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19.89</td>
<td>49.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>32.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>22.35</td>
<td>20.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>26.55</td>
<td>25.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the scattering amplitude is through the expansion of $k_i$ in partial waves, so that now the DCSs are obtained from

$$
\langle k_f | f | k_i \rangle = \sum_{i=0}^{\ell_{max}} \sum_{j=0}^{\ell_{max}} \langle k_j | f(\ell, \ell') | \ell', \ell' \rangle \langle \ell, \ell' | | k_i \rangle.
$$

(7)

In this expression, $f(\ell, \ell') = \langle \ell, \ell' | | f | \ell, \ell' \rangle$ means a scattering amplitude of an electron entering the interaction region in a partial wave $| \ell', \ell' \rangle$ and leaving it in a partial wave $| \ell, \ell \rangle$. The acronym for cross sections obtained with this expression is $L_{max}LL$, where $LL$ indicates that the incoming and outgoing electron travels in terms of partial waves and $L_{max}$ indicates the maximum value of $L$ used for both partial waves in the calculation. Expansion up to $L_{max} = 4$ is a common limitation of other scattering computer codes and, in order to allow future comparisons, we have included results calculated from Eq. (7) with this value. This approximation will be referred to as $L4LL$. For some cases (elastic and dipole allowed singlet transitions), a Born-closure (BC) scheme was used following the same strategy as in the accompanying paper.

This closure is obtained from the expression

$$
f_{LAB}^{\text{closure}}(k_f, k_i) = f_{LAB}^{\text{FBA}}(k_f, k_i) + \sum_{\ell=0}^{\ell_{max}} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell_{max}} f_{LAB}(\ell m, k_i) - f_{LAB}^{\text{FBA}}(\ell m, k_i) Y_{\ell m}^{*}(k_f),
$$

(8)

where $f_{LAB}^{\text{FBA}}$ is the amplitude for the permanent dipole moment potential for the elastic process or for the dipole transition potential for inelastic dipole allowed processes. Both are obtained in the first Born approximation, in a closed form in the lab-frame. The amplitude $f_{LAB}(\ell m, k_i)$ is just the $f(\ell m, k_i)$ of Eqs. (6) or (7) transformed to this frame. The acronym for DCS obtained with Eq. (8), using Eqs. (6) and (7), is $BC - L_{max}KL$ and $BC - L_{max}LL$, respectively. For small molecules, it is a common belief that the cross sections for triplet excitations, which are caused by short range potentials (exchange), demand small values of $L_{max}$ for convergence. For dipole allowed transitions, it is also common to truncate the $ab-initio$ method at $L_{max} = 2$ and do the Born-closure beyond this value.

FIG. 2. Present differential cross sections ($\times 10^{-20} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$) for electron impact excitation of the Band I electronic states in phenol. Current measured data (●) and SMCPF-SEP calculations for 33 open channels at the L2KL level (orange line), L2LL level (green line), L4LL level (blue line), and L10KL level (red line) are shown (see also legend on figure). Note that L2KL denotes an electron entering in a plane wave and exiting in partial waves up to $L_{max} = 2$; L2LL denotes an electron entering and exiting in partial waves up to $L_{max} = 2$; L4LL is the same as L2LL but with $L_{max} = 4$; while L10KL is the same as L2KL except now $L_{max} = 10$.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but now for electron impact excitation of the Band II electronic states in phenol. Note that Born-closure has been incorporated to the singlet states within this band.
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 but now for electron impact excitation of the Band III electronic states in phenol. Also shown are the earlier benzene data for excitation of the $^1B_{1u} + ^3E_{2g}$ electronic states from Kato et al.\textsuperscript{17} (■). Note that Born-closure has been incorporated to the singlet states within this band.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Tables I–V, we present the current measured differential cross sections for electron-impact excitation of the Band I, Band II, Band III, Band IV, and Band V (see Fig. 1) electronic states in phenol. Also shown in those tables are the associated overall errors on those DCSs, which are reported to the one standard deviation level. All these data are also plotted in Figs. 2–6, at each of 15 eV, 20 eV, 30 eV, and 40 eV impact electron energies. Additionally included in Figures 2–4 are the corresponding results from our calculations, at various levels of computational complexity. We now frame the remainder of our discussion by comparing, where possible, the present experimental and theoretical results for each Band in turn.

We have previously noted\textsuperscript{2} that Band I consists of two triplet states (experimentally unresolved). Therefore, as the ground electronic state of phenol is a singlet state, we would anticipate that the electron exchange interaction would be the pre-dominant population mechanism for those triplet states. In Fig. 2, we find that at each energy investigated the angular distributions of the DCSs, for both the experiment, to within its uncertainties, and the various levels of theory are largely quasi-isotropic. This behaviour is perhaps not so surprising, as we had previously seen for the $X^1A_g \rightarrow \tilde{a}^3B_{1u}$ excitation in ethylene\textsuperscript{34,35} a similar behaviour at intermediate energies such as in the present study. The various levels of theory presented in Fig. 2, all within our SMCPP-SEP approach and employing our minimum orbital basis for single configuration interaction (MOBSCI) strategy to represent the target, differ in respect to whether the electron enters the scattering region as a plane wave ($K$) or a spherical wave ($L$), up to some partial wave $L_{\text{max}}$, and exits in a spherical wave again up to some value $L_{\text{max}}$. Four different levels of results are presented, for Bands I, II, and III with $L_{2KL}$ denoting an electron entering in a plane wave.

(assuming that the dipole-transition should dominate the process). Although this low $L_{\text{max}}$ behaviour was not seen even for triplets in the present application, we decided to report DCS obtained with $L_{\text{max}} = 2$ as well.

FIG. 5. Present differential cross sections ($\times 10^{-20}$ m$^2$/sr) for electron impact excitation of the Band IV electronic states in phenol. Current measured data (●) are shown, as are the earlier benzene data for excitation of the $^4E_{1u}$ electronic-state from Kato et al.\textsuperscript{17} (■).
and exiting in partial waves up to \( L_{\text{max}} = 2 \); similarly L2LL denotes an electron entering and exiting in partial waves up to \( L_{\text{max}} = 2 \); L4LL is the same as L2LL but with \( L_{\text{max}} = 4 \) and finally L10KL is the same as L2KL except now \( L_{\text{max}} = 10 \). In our earlier study on elastic electron scattering and the total cross sections for phenol,\(^3\) it was quite clear that best agreement between theory and measurement was found when employing \( L_{\text{max}} = 10 \). We would, therefore, also expect this to be the case again here. However, it is immediately apparent from Fig. 2 that, in fact, agreement between the measured data and our theory results with that, in fact, agreement between the measured data and our theory results with \( L_{\text{max}} = 10 \) is, at each energy, quite poor in terms of the magnitude of the DCSs although the shape accord is quite good. Indeed of the four theoretical results that we present, the level of accord for the \( L_{\text{max}} = 10 \) case is in fact the worst of them all. Nonetheless, this apparent paradox can be understood as follows. For the incident electron energies of 15–40 eV, all the phenol electronic states are in fact open (see Fig. 1), whereas in our MOBSCI implementation, only a sub-set of those open channels is explicitly included in the target description. As flux must be conserved in the scattering process, the intensity that should go into Bands IV and V, and some of the states of Band III that are not included in our MOBSCI, is redistributed to those channels that are actually available in the calculation. The effect of this is to “artificially” increase the magnitude of the theoretical DCS for, in particular, Bands I–III. This is why in Fig. 2 that our “best” SMCPP-SEP calculation, i.e., for \( L_{\text{max}} = 10 \), overestimates the magnitude of the experimental DCSs at each energy. To investigate this “flux competition” further, we conducted additional Band I theory computations in each case for an incoming plane wave and spherical waves up to \( L_{\text{max}} = 10 \). At 15 eV and 20 eV, the SMCPP-SEP results were computed for 3 channels, 8 channels, 13 channels, and 23 channels in the basis, while at 30 eV and 40 eV, the theory results were now calculated for 3 channels, 8 channels, 13 channels, 23 channels, and 33 channels. While a plot of those results is not explicitly given, it is quite clear that as more channels are included into the converged SMCPP-SEP calculations, the magnitude of the theory DCS drops (at 40 eV by a factor of \( \sim 10 \)) and trends towards the experimental results. Unfortunately, at this time, our computational resources are limited to 23 channels at 15 eV and 20 eV and 33 channels at 30 eV and 40 eV, but we believe this trend towards the measured data is clearly established. The behaviour embodied in those results is an excellent example for the important role played by multichannel coupling effects, in particular for describing electronic-state excitation in molecules by electron impact. The present results for phenol are also entirely consistent with those obtained in a recent study for the X\(^1\)\(\text{A}_g \rightarrow \tilde{a}^1\text{B}_1\)) excitation process in \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \), where multichannel coupling was also demonstrated to be important.\(^3\) Our Band I experimental results are listed in Table I.

The interpretation of our results for Band II (see Table II and Fig. 3) is a little bit more problematic, as from Jones et al.,\(^2\) it contains three triplet states and two singlet states with one of those singlet states having a quite appreciable optical oscillator strength (OOS).\(^2\) In principle, however, both the singlet states represent dipole allowed transitions and as phenol has a permanent dipole moment of non-trivial magnitude, we also invoke Born-closure (see Sec. III) in our calculations in order to better describe their excitation process. It is clear from Fig. 3 that at each energy studied, all the experimental angular distributions are strongly peaked in magnitude as you go to the more forward scattered electron angles. It is also apparent that the degree of forward peaking increases as the incident electron energy increases. This behaviour for polar molecules with significant dipole polarisabilities has been observed by us many times previously\(^9\)–\(^13\),\(^15\),\(^36\)–\(^38\) and is a signature for the important role played in the scattering dynamics by those physico-chemical properties in dipole allowed excitations. The experimental DCSs are, in most cases, qualitatively reproduced by our theory results, although once again (see the above discussion for Band I) the more precise calculation with \( L_{\text{max}} = 10 \) significantly overestimates the magnitude of the cross sections (in particular for \( \theta \geq 20^\circ \)). It is important to note that the apparent agreement between the measured data and the SMCPP-SEP results, with spherical waves for the incoming
and outgoing waves up to $L_{\text{max}} = 2$, is almost certainly fortuitous. In our previous study of the elastic and total cross sections for electron–phenol scattering,\textsuperscript{2} that level of computation gave results that were significantly lower in magnitude than the experimental data. Hence it cannot be relied upon to provide a realistic description for electronic-state excitations for either the singlet or triplet states. The role of “flux competition” was also investigated for the Band II states where we undertook additional SMCPP-SEP calculations, also in each case for an incoming plane wave and outgoing spherical waves up to $L_{\text{max}} = 10$. Similar to the case for Band I, at 15 eV and 20 eV, those theory results were performed for 3 channels, 8 channels, 13 channels, and 23 channels, while at 30 eV and 40 eV, they were now done for 3, 8, 13, 23, and 33 channels. The important role played by multichannel coupling effects is also apparent for Band II, where as more “channels” are incorporated into the open channel space, the DCS magnitude is seen to decrease and trend towards the measured data. Note that this observation for Band II, as well as that made previously for Band I, is entirely consistent with that given in our earlier elastic scattering study.\textsuperscript{4}

In Table III, we list the present measured DCSs for excitation of the phenol Band III electronic-states, while in Fig. 4, those data and our 23 channel and 33 channel SMCPP-SEP results, at various levels of complexity, are plotted. Band III consists of four singlet ($\text{1}^A''$ and $\text{1}^A$ symmetry) and four triplet ($\text{3}^A''$ symmetry) electronic-states, with the strongest dipole-allowed transitions being due to a $\pi\pi^*$ transition associated with the ring.\textsuperscript{2} Note that for this band, the experimental measurement “captures” all eight of the excited electronic-states, while our theory results only include five of the eight states due to computational limitations associated with the size of the basis that can be handled in the scattering code. Therefore in this case, a direct comparison between our measured and computed DCSs will probably be somewhat limited. Nonetheless, we note that all the Band III dipole-allowed singlet $\rightarrow$ singlet excitations that we incorporate in our basis also allow for Born-closure. Similar to what we have just described for Band II, although with the possible partial exception of the 15 eV experimental data, the present measured DCSs are again found to be peaked in magnitude at more forward scattered electron angles, with this degree of forward peaking increasing as the impact energy increases from 15 eV to 40 eV (see Fig. 4). Therefore, the role of the dipole moment and dipole polarisability of the target species on the collisional dynamics is again seen here. Also included in Fig. 4, at 15 eV and 30 eV, are DCSs for excitation of the unresolved $\text{1}^B_{1u}$ and $\text{3}^B_{2g}$ electronic-states of benzene from Kato et al.\textsuperscript{17} The $\text{1}^B_{1u}$ excitation process can also be associated with a weak $\pi\pi^*$ transition of the ring and thus to some extent can be thought of as corresponding to the optically allowed $\text{1}^A$ transition in phenol. In both benzene and phenol, this transition couples to the vibrational motion to gain significant intensity, with observed optical oscillator strengths of 0.090 and 0.10–0.13 of the $\text{1}^B_{1u}$ electronic-state of benzene and the dominant $\text{1}^A$ state of phenol, respectively. The results at 15 eV, comparing the phenol Band III DCSs to the ($\text{1}^B_{1u} + \text{3}^B_{2g}$) benzene DCSs, are what one might have anticipated with the magnitude of the phenol cross section being stronger than that of the benzene data across the common scattered electron angular range. This follows because at 15 eV, the triplet contributions might be anticipated to be relatively significant, as triplet excitations in general become stronger in magnitude closer to their threshold energies, and there are 4 triplet states in Band III of phenol in comparison with the 1 doubly degenerate triplet state for benzene. Similarly, there are 3 optically active singlet Band III phenol states compared to just the $\text{1}^B_{1u}$ state in benzene. However, in this case, the “density of states” argument is not expected to play a significant role as the optical intensities for the bands are comparable. This is particularly evident from Fig. 4 at 30 eV. Here the behaviour at 30 eV, where the phenol and benzene DCSs are, to within the stated uncertainties on each measurement, very similar. One possible rationale to explain that observation is that by 30 eV the triplet contributions, in both phenol and benzene, are relatively small so that the scattering behaviour is mainly governed by excitation of the singlet states. Further, at 30 eV, the benzene cross section is somewhat larger than that observed for phenol. We have observed a similar phenomenon previously when excitation processes of benzene were compared to those in pyrimidine,\textsuperscript{10} which has a similar 6-atom ring structure. In that study, it was postulated that the origin of this effect may reflect some orientation dependence in the electron scattering behaviour. Likewise, in this case, the attachment of the hydroxyl group to the ring destroys the high-symmetry in benzene and may alter the incoming and outgoing electron scattering conditions. In this respect, DCSs for excitation processes in oriented molecules are highly desirable to shed light onto this issue.

While Band IV (see Fig. 1) contains 21 excited electronic states, being comprised of 10 singlet states of $\text{1}^A'$ and $\text{1}^A''$ symmetry and 11 triplet states of $\text{3}^A'$ and $\text{3}^A''$ symmetry,\textsuperscript{2} the dominant excitation process, certainly at the larger energies, is expected to be due to two experimentally unresolved $\text{1}^A'$ states with a combined optical oscillator strength of $\sim 0.96$. This is very similar to the OOS for the corresponding $\text{1}^E_{1u}$ state in benzene, which Kato et al.\textsuperscript{17} determined had an OOS $\sim 0.90$. It is of further interest to note that those processes can both be considered as $\pi\pi^*$ transitions associated with the ring in each species. In Fig. 5, we therefore plot the present Band IV excitation cross sections, at 15 eV, 20 eV, 30 eV, and 40 eV, with a listing of those data being found in Table IV. It should be immediately clear from Fig. 5 that there are no other experimental or theoretical results against which we can compare the Band IV phenol data. Similar to Bands II and III, the Band IV DCSs are all strongly peaked in magnitude at the more forward scattered electron angles, with the degree of this forward peaking increasing as the incident electron energy increases. We reiterate that our past experience\textsuperscript{5–13,15,36–38} suggests that this behaviour, at least in part, reflects the important role played by the target physico-chemical properties associated with phenol’s dipole moment and dipole polarisability on the collision process. We can, however, again at 15 eV and 30 eV, compare our Band IV DCSs with those for the $\text{1}^E_{1u}$ state of benzene. If we first consider 30 eV, where the triplet contributions in phenol to this band might reasonably be thought to be relatively small, we would expect the dominant dipole-allowed states in each species to largely determine the behaviour of their DCSs. Further, as the unresolved $\text{1}^A'$ states
and the $^1E_{1u}$ state have very similar OOSs, we might presuppose that both DCSs would exhibit some similarities. This is precisely what we find in Fig. 5 at the 30 eV impact energy. Again, we note that this feature may exhibit some orientation dependence in the cross section, with the benzene data similarly being slightly larger in magnitude than that for phenol (as in Band III). At 15 eV, the cumulative triplet contributions to the measured phenol DCSs will be more significant, so that we might a priori anticipate the Band IV phenol cross sections will be largely stronger in magnitude than those for the $^1E_{1u}$ electronic-state of benzene at that energy. This is indeed what we observe in Fig. 5 at 15 eV impact energy.

Finally, in Fig. 6 and Table V, we present the current DCSs for electron impact excitation of the Rydberg bands $^2$ (Band V) in phenol. There are again no independent theories or experimental data against which we can compare these results. At 30 eV and 40 eV (see Fig. 6), the observed angular distributions are consistent with what one might expect for dipole-allowed excitation, $^{36-38}$ however at 15 eV and 20 eV, the middle angle cross section magnitude is relatively more significant which suggests to us that there are also important triplet contributions to the Band V cross sections at those lower energies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on differential cross section measurements for electron impact excitation of electronic-states in phenol. The incident electron energy interval covered in our investigation ranges from 15 to 40 eV while the scattered electron angular range was $10^\circ$–$90^\circ$. The experimental measurements were complemented with sophisticated SMCPP-SEP calculations, carried out in different levels of approximation and for a sub-set (Bands I–III) of the electronic-states accessed in the experiments, with the level of agreement between theory and measurement typically being qualitatively quite good. However a mismatch, in terms of the absolute values of the cross sections, between them (when considering the results from the most accurate calculations) was found at each energy. Significant results from the present study included the roles of the target dipole moment and dipole polarisability in the scattering dynamics and, in order to obtain an accurate description for electronic-state excitation in phenol, the important role of multichannel coupling effects.

The present joint theoretical and experimental investigation is, to the best of our knowledge, the first one to report absolute DCSs for electronic-state excitations in phenol. Certainly, it is the most comprehensive thus far. Given that phenol plays an important role in organic and polymer chemistries and further given that it is well known that excitation of electronic-states potentially presents a pathway to neutral dissociation thereby leading to radical formation and chemistry, this lack of previous work was a surprise to us. In any event, we believe the current study contributes further to addressing this lack of electron–phenol scattering data in the literature. We now plan to derive integral cross sections from our DCS data, as it is the integral cross sections that are of most interest to modellers seeking to better understand biomass treatment by atmospheric pressure plasmas.
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16See http://cccbdb.nist.gov/ for information about phenol’s average dipole polarisability.


